We present imaging results from a high Galactic latitude survey designed to examine the structure of the Galactic halo. The objective of the survey is to identify candidate halo stars which can be observed spectroscopically to obtain radial velocities and conÐrm halo membership. The Washington Ðlter system is used for its ability to distinguish between dwarfs and giants, as well as provide a metallicity indicator. Our most successful imaging run used the BTC camera on the CTIO 4 m telescope in 1999 April. Photometric conditions during these observations provided superb photometry, with average errors for a star at M \ 18.5 of 0.009, 0.008, 0.011, and 0.009 for C, M, DDO51, and respectively. We use these T 2 , data as a template to describe the details of our photometric reduction process. It is designed to perform CCD reductions and stellar photometry automatically during the observation run, without the aid of external packages, such as IRAF and IDL. We describe necessary deviations from this procedure for other instruments used in the survey up to 2000 June. Preliminary results from spectroscopic observations indicate a 97% efficiency in eliminating normal dwarfs from halo giant candidates for M \ 18.5. Unfortunately, low-metallicity subdwarfs cannot be photometrically distinguished from giants using the Washington Ðlters. These major contaminants unavoidably reduced the overall giant identiÐcation efficiency to 66% for M \ 18.5. Our improved knowledge of these stars will increase this efficiency for future spectroscopic observations.
INTRODUCTION
A revolution is underway in our understanding of how galaxies form. The idea of a monolithic collapse of a single system at earliest times (Eggen, Lynden-Bell, & Sandage 1962) has been challenged by observations at high redshift and by increasingly sophisticated models of the evolution of structures within the basic framework of the hot big bang model (Steinmetz & Mueller 1994) . These Ðndings imply that we should see clear evidence of hierarchical formation processes within nearby galaxies. Indeed, some of the earliest work that suggested complex and possibly hierarchical evolutionary histories for galaxies such as ours came from studies of the stellar populations of the outer halo of the Milky Way (Searle & Zinn 1978 successful unless the evidence from both sources can be understood within a single framework. The fossil record of the local galaxian population remains sparsely sampled. The halo is the most likely component to retain information of the GalaxyÏs formation history. Apart from the isolated (and possibly peculiar) star clusters and dwarf galaxies, much of our knowledge of the halo derives from a relatively small number of nearby stars "" passing through ÏÏ the solar neighborhood. Surveys that extend a few kiloparsecs from the Sun isolate halo stars more e †ec-tively, but even so, contamination by thick disk stars and background galaxies can be signiÐcant. The remoteness of the Magellanic Clouds and M31 make direct e †orts to identify substructure in their halos extremely challenging.
Despite the difficulties, recent studies of our Galaxy have begun to reveal tantalizing evidence of possible substructure in the halo (Majewski 1992 ; Arnold & Coü te Gilmore 1992 ; Helmi et al. 1999 ; Yanny, Newberg, & Kent 2000) . More spectacularly, the discovery of the SGR dwarf galaxy (Ibata, Gilmore, & Irwin 1994) provides indisputable evidence that our GalaxyÏs halo is accreting stars and clusters that formed and evolved in an independent galaxy. The question has now shifted from, did accretion play any role in the formation of the Galaxy ? to how much of the Galaxy formed from accretion of hierarchical fragments ?
This paper continues a series that describes our e †orts to address this second question by identifying substructure directly within the Galactic halo. An overview of this survey was presented in Morrison et al. (2000a, hereafter Paper I) . To summarize, we are carrying out a large-scale study of high-latitude Ðelds optimized to identify distant halo stars as potential tracers of substructure in the outer Galaxy. Our observational approach is sensitive to a variety of halo stellar inhabitants, including (1) distant halo blue horizontal-branch stars, (2) blue metal-poor stars (BMP ; Preston, Beers, Shectman 1994) (observationally, these are Ðeld analogs of blue stragglers found in star clusters ; Bailyn 1995) , (3) halo turno † stars, and (4) red giants. The bluer stars can be identiÐed photometrically with relative ease using any number of combinations of broadband colors. The Sloan Digital Sky Survey (Yanny et al. 2000) and our survey (Paper I) have already proven very e †ective at doing so. These can be considered wide-Ðeld extensions of the surveys of Hawkins (Norris & Hawkins 1991) .
IdentiÐcation of the red giants, however, demands more precise and specialized photometric observations and added care to identify and remove contaminants. But this e †ort does have important rewards : red giants are the most luminous tracers found in signiÐcant numbers in the halo and hence allow us to probe to the greatest depth. Conceivably, luminous giants can be identiÐed at distances as large as 200 kpc in our survey, though the giant-branch luminosity function ensures that the bulk of the stars we Ðnd will be between 20È100 kpc distant. Certain important biases that are inherent in the studies of horizontal-branch stars (Kinman et al. 1994) are also avoided by isolating red giants, whose properties are well understood as a function of age and metallicity. In addition, studies of the chemical evolution of the outer halo will be possible via detailed abundance analysis of halo giants using 10 mÈclass telescopes. These studies are much more difficult for the hotter horizontal-branch stars.
The purpose of this paper is twofold : to describe the procedures we have developed to carry out the photometric observations of our survey and to publish the photometry of photometrically calibrated Ðelds. Our approach employs the modiÐed Washington photometric system (Canterna 1976 ; Geisler 1984) to provide indices that can be used to isolate the four classes of stars described above. We use four Ðlters in our survey to produce indices sensitive to temperature surface gravity/luminosity (M[51) , and (M[T 2 ), metallicity (C[M) . These indices provide the means of selecting halo giants from the blanket of thin and thick disk stars and unresolved galaxies, the sum of which dominate the point sources in any halo Ðeld. It should be noted that the luminosity discrimination of the 51 Ðlter is based on the strength of Mg hydride band and Mg b lines. Thus, at low metallicities the ability to photometrically distinguish subdwarfs from giants disappears (Morrison et al. 2000b) .
Our observational procedures were Ðrst developed for use at the Burrell Schmidt2 and CTIO Schmidt telescopes.
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2 Observations were made with the Burrell Schmidt of the Warner and Swassey Observatory, Case Western Reserve University.
The basic approach was subsequently carried over to the NOAO 4 m telescopes, where our survey efficiency is much higher. The Ðrst of these runs employed the BTC camera on the CTIO 4 m telescope in 1999 April ; it has proven to be the most successful run to date.
A subset of photometric red giant and horizontal branch candidates produced from these data sets have been observed spectroscopically. These observations provide a test for our photometric selection techniques and will be brieÑy discussed here. More details on the spectroscopy can be found in Paper I and in future papers of this series. Two important conclusions from these spectroscopic observations are worth stating here.
First, selection of distant red giants demands high-quality photometry, not only to deÐne the luminosity index (M [ 51), but also to minimize contamination from the many stellar and galaxian contaminants found in all Ðelds. When foreground dwarfs outnumber the rare giants by orders of magnitude, even 3 or 4 p errors can produce redgiant imposters. Our photometric procedures represent a balance between the need for precise photometric indices and the need for an efficient deep survey of a signiÐcant fraction of the halo. Second, even with perfect photometric observations and a highly restrictive set of selection criteria, a photometric sample of distant red giants will be contaminated by metal-poor subdwarfs within the halo. Spectroscopic conÐrmation is necessary to identify and remove these relatively nearby stars from any deep-halo survey such as ours (Morrison et al. 2000b) .
The price of an efficient survey employing mosaics of CCD cameras is a very high data rate ; on good nights we obtain 10È15 Gbytes of raw imaging data with the NOAO Mosaic imagers. These data must be reduced quickly to avoid serious backlogs and, more importantly, to promptly identify halo candidates that can be subsequently observed spectroscopically. Our imaging and spectroscopic observations are often scheduled within a few weeks of each other to be able to survey the same high-latitude regions in a given season. Throughout this surveyÈwhich has seen an increase in the data rate by a factor of more than 50 in 1.5 yearsÈwe have aimed to carry out the full processing and photometric reductions of our imaging data in near real time at the telescope. We have developed software that makes it possible to achieve this goal without using any additional programs or packages such as IRAF or IDL and the associated overhead and costs. This process is robust and Ñexible enough to handle the inevitable problem images within a large data set.
The following section summarizes the observations and describes the Ðelds that have been observed as of 2000 June. Section 3 describes the automated pipeline for processing images and measuring photometry and, ultimately, astrometry of sufficient precision to support single-slit or multiobject spectroscopy. Section 4 presents the photometric results, emphasizing the precision that we achieve and the efficiency of our photometric selection procedure.
OBSERVATION SUMMARY

Field Selection
The goal of this survey is to identify distant halo stars. It is advantageous to avoid the confusion of Ðelds near the Galactic plane, where the fraction of halo stars is extremely Furthermore, we wish to avoid highly reddened areas to avoid the possibility of di †erential reddening across a Ðeld and to prevent distant halo stars being extincted below detection limits. All potential Ðelds are checked on the reddening maps of Schlegel, Finkbeiner, & Davis (1998) . Fields with high extinction or spatially varying reddening are removed. With one exception, all Ðelds have
Finally, we wish to avoid placing very bright stars in the images. These will saturate the surrounding region of the CCD chip and add di †raction spikes that can confuse photometric reductions. Depending on how bright such a star is, this saturation can also remove up to 10% or more of a single CCD from the survey area. The Ohio State overlays of the POSS survey were used to choose Ðelds with no stars as bright as SAO stars (Dixon 1981) .
Thus far we have imaged 134 Ðelds covering a total area of 52 deg2. These Ðelds are listed in Table 1 . Figures 1 and 2 show the location of these Ðelds in both Galactic and equatorial coordinates. The most successful observing run was in 1999 April with the BTC camera in which we imaged 53 Ðelds. These data proved to be of excellent quality. This is essential for distinguishing halo candidates from foreground dwarfs. As discussed in°4, we were highly successful in identifying halo giants from these data.
All four nights in 1999 April were judged photometric through the entire night, so these Ðelds are fully calibrated. All other observing runs had weather-related difficulties for at least part of the run and are only partially calibrated. In subsequent sections we describe the 1999 April reduction procedures as a template for the general reduction procedures used for this survey. Along the way we describe necessary di †erences speciÐc to each of the other instruments.
Each ÐeldÏs observation consists of a single exposure in each of four Ðlters : C, M, and DDO51 (Canterna 1976 ; T 2 , Geisler 1984) . The respective exposure times for each Ðlter were typically 100, 500, 120, and 250 s. With limited success we tried to adjust the exposure times to match the variations in seeing so that every image would have the same photometric sensitivity. The exposure times and observing conditions for each Ðeld are listed in Table 2 . With only one exception, the air mass of each exposure is \1.8, and most exposures were taken with an air mass \1.5. The seeing ranged from to 0A .7 3A .3. The exceptions to this observing strategy are the eight Ðelds observed with the Burrell Schmidt. Because it is not possible to achieve the necessary photometric depth in a single exposure with this instrument, each Ðeld was observed at least four times under good conditions. Each exposure was 1200 s in each Ðlter. We do not list the airmass and seeing measurements for individual exposures. Poor images are removed, and photometry from the remaining images is averaged prior to being calibrated (see°3 .4 for a full discussion). For the 4 m runs, focus o †sets for each Ðlter were determined at the beginning of the run. The telescope was then focused in a single Ðlter at the beginning of each night and during the night if necessary. The focus was adjusted, using the standard formula for the 4 m telescopes, as the temperature changed throughout the night. Focus for the Schmidt observations was adjusted throughout the night as required.
There is one logistic oddity concerning the BTC chip numbers. The chip numbers referred to in this paper are not the conventional numbers for the BTC camera. It was determined that chips 1 and 2 had been exchanged in the readout electronics accidentally during instrument setup. Thus, chip 1 for these observations actually corresponds to the traditional chip 2, while chip 2 is actually the traditional chip 1. For internal consistency we will refer to each chip by the number assigned during this observation run.
Photometric Calibration
It is essential that the data be photometrically calibrated. Candidate selection is based on speciÐc color index criteria. Furthermore, distance estimates are based on the temperature index and magnitude. It is possible to select candidates based on relative positions in the color-color diagrams ; however, such candidates will need to be calibrated to make them useful. Photometric standards for the Washington Ðlter set (Geisler 1990 (Geisler , 1996 were observed on all photometric nights. The strategy was to place a standard Ðeld on every chip and in every Ðlter at least once during each run to obtain zero-point o †sets between the chips. In addition, standard Ðelds were observed in all Ðlters with a single chip throughout each night to obtain the color term and extinction coefficients.
Some of the Ðelds were observed in nonphotometric conditions. Even if a photometric calibration solution is obtained for the instrument that took these data, the Ðelds cannot be reliably calibrated without additional observations. We have plans to reobserve these Ðelds with smaller telescopes, and we will publish these data when they are fully calibrated. We have spectroscopically conÐrmed giants in many of these Ðelds, but, of course, do not know their distance.
The only run that was completely photometric was in 1999 April using the BTC camera. We discuss below the determination of this solution. We also have standard Ðeld observations for the Schmidt and Mosaic-S (Mosaic South on the CTIO 4 m ; we will refer to the northern KPNO mosaic camera as Mosaic-N) taken under photometric conditions. However, we reserve discussion of these solutions until the full data set from these runs is published.
The photometric calibration solution for the BTC used three standard Ðelds. Both SA 98 and SA 110 were observed with all four of the BTC chips, while NGC 3680 was observed only with chip 4. The photometric standard Ðelds were observed over an air-mass range of 1.03 to 1.82, encompassing the air-mass range of the BTC target Ðelds. A single calibration solution was used for all four nights. The data were examined for variations from night to night, but none were found to a precision of mag. [0.005 The photometric calibration solution took the form
where M, C, and 51 correspond to calibrated magni-T 2 tudes ; m, c, and 51@ correspond to instrumental magnit 2 tudes ; X is the air mass ; and Z is the zero point. The color terms and the extinction terms were determined using the observations of chip 4 ; no signiÐcant di †erences were found among the color terms of the other chips. The rms residuals and the number of stars used in the Ðt are listed to the right of the equations above. A zero-point o †set was then determined for each of the other chips. The zero points are listed in Table 3 . There were Ðve to 10 stars available for the Ðt of each chip o †set. The rms residual ranged from 0.015 to 0.025.
The Ðnal step in our photometric calibration process is to remove interstellar reddening. For this purpose we have used the reddening maps of Schlegel et al. (1998) to estimate the reddening toward each star. The extinction values for each Ðlter were derived from the relations given in Harris & Canterna (1979) and Geisler (1984) . These relations are
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assuming These are high-latitude Ðelds, and the R V \ 3.3. reddening is quite low by design (see°2.1) so errors due to di †erential reddening are not signiÐcant. In addition, the M[51 index is almost reddening-free.
PHOTOMETRIC PIPELINE
The processing pipeline for this survey has four main tasks : (1) to organize the images and associated data Ðles, (2) to apply instrumental calibration to the images, (3) to measure stellar photometry from the images, and (4) to record relevant information about each of these steps. Because of the large amount of data, it is also crucial that this process is Ñexible enough to be stopped and started at any point. This allows us, for example, to perform some of the processing during the observing run and Ðnish the processing at our home institutions. Finally, we require the process to be robust against computer crashes, missing header information, and other inevitable mishaps that arise during an observing run. Elements of our approach follow the OGLE pipelines. The essence of our pipeline is to maintain a Ñag Ðle for each image. We chose to keep a separate Ñag for each chip in the mosaic Ðeld, although it is possible to maintain a single Ñag for all the chips of a given exposure. This Ñag Ðle stores information needed by each step in the pipeline, namely, the location of the image in the computer system and the current reduction state of the image. The former is simply data stored in the Ðle itself, while the latter is indicated in the Ñag Ðle name. For instance, suppose image SPAG001.FITS has been Ñat-Ðelded and photometered, while SPAG002.FITS has only been Ñat-Ðelded. The corresponding Ñag Ðles might be SPAG001.PHOT and SPAG002.FLAT. This system allows one to glance at a directory of Ðles and know immediately the progress of the pipeline.
We have split each step of the process into a separate program or script. These are designed to run continuously as daemon processes. Each daemon scans the directory of Ñag Ðles for images that are ready for its step in the process. When such an image is found, it is processed, the Ñag Ðle is updated, and a log Ðle is appended with information about the image relevant to that step. A separate log is maintained by each of the daemons. Because the pipeline is so modular, it is easy to modify or even skip steps without a †ecting other steps in the process. Figure 3 is a Ñowchart representation of the reduction process. The shaded region is the instrumental calibration branch. These processes are not automated and must be completed before the third daemon can run. A full description of the instrumental calibration steps is discussed in .3. In addition, photometric calibration and astrometry determinations are not currently automated. We are working on automating the astrometry process.
Daemon 1 : Pipeline Initiation
The Ðrst daemon initiates an image into the pipeline by creating a Ñag Ðle and copying the image to the working area. Since the Ñag Ðles do not yet exist, this daemon must rely on other clues to determine when an image is ready to be processed. For instance, if the images are being processed during the observing run, this daemon can scan the acquisition directory and process any new images that appear. The indications that an image is ready are instrument dependent. One can use the size of the image Ðle, but only if the instrument does not preallocate the memory for this Ðle at the beginning of readout. To overcome this, once an image Ðle appears the daemon can wait for a delay time that is at least as long as the readout time.
Daemon 2 : Organization
Most often the names generated by the instrument have a preÐx and a running number, such as SPAG005. The second daemon organizes the images with convenient names and directories so that images from the same Ðeld are grouped together. This daemon renames the Ðle and copies it to the appropriate directory for the Ðeld, creating the directory if necessary. A log is created for translating between the original name and the new name. Finally, the new name is placed in the Ñag Ðle so that subsequent daemons know the location of the Ðle.
For our survey, the adopted naming convention is :
Bracketed information is variable and image speciÐc. We found that the nearest degree for longitude and latitude was not quite accurate enough to uniquely distinguish di †erent Ðelds. Hence, the nearest tenth of a degree is placed in the name, with no decimal point. The sign of the latitude is indicated by "" p ÏÏ for the northern Galactic hemisphere and "" m ÏÏ for the southern Galactic hemisphere. The Ðlter is given a letter code ("" M ÏÏ for M, "" G ÏÏ for DDO51, "" I ÏÏ for and "" C ÏÏ for C), and a reference number. The reference T 2 , number is necessary because our survey uses several di †er-ent telescopes, which can have di †erent Ðlter sets, and, thus, substantially di †erent color terms from run to run. Thus it is necessary to distinguish the Ðlter of one instrument T 2 from the Ðlter of another. Finally, there may be more T 2 than one image with the same Ðlter in a given Ðeld. A running number is appended to the end to distinguish these images. As an example, consider the second exposure of Position, Ðlter, and chip information are read from the header. In those cases where the header information is missing, the daemon stops and queries the user to enter the information by hand. There are also cases where images from the same Ðeld can be given slightly di †erent names. If the coordinates of di †erent exposures are di †erent by just enough to change the nearest tenth of a degree in either Galactic latitude or longitude, the names will be di †erent. An additional program was necessary to correct the names of such images. This program changes the name, updates the logs to reÑect the change, and copies the image and associated data Ðles to the correct Ðeld directory.
The images from each chip of the Mosaic cameras are grouped together in a single FITS Ðle when read from the instrument. Subsequent steps in our pipeline work with single image Ðles. This daemon was modiÐed to split the group Ðle into a separate Ðle for each chip.
Daemon 3 : Instrumental Calibration
The third daemon applies the instrumental calibration to the images. This includes trimming the images, subtracting the bias, subtracting the zero-current, applying a Ñat-Ðeld correction, applying an illumination correction, and applying a dark sky Ñat correction. Creation of these instrumental calibration images, as described below, is not automated (see Fig. 3 ).
In addition, the instrumental calibration images must be completed before this daemon can run. This presents some limitations in our ability to achieve true real-time reduction at the telescope. The most problematic are the dark sky Ñats, because these come from the target images themselves. We have found that dark sky Ñats are essential for the Mosaic cameras to obtain the best photometry. We are currently testing the reliability of reusing certain calibration images, especially the dark sky Ñats, from previous runs with the same instrument.
This daemon was originally written as an IRAF3 script to take advantage of the many routines that exist to process images. We have subsequently written a stand-alone program to perform these processes. We achieve an 8-fold speed increase over the IRAF script due to optimizing disk access. This speed increase is imperative to achieve realtime reduction.
The BTC data were processed with the IRAF script. In this case the overscan region of each line was averaged along the readout direction. A Ðrst order Legendre polynomial was then Ðtted to these average values. Points which deviated by more than 3 standard deviations were eliminated from the Ðt. The evaluation of this smooth Ðt determined the bias level subtracted from each line of the image. The algorithm used in all other data sets does not use a smooth Ðt for the bias subtraction. Instead, the bias for each row was determined separately from the average of the overscan region for that row. This later algorithm is also the one used in our stand-alone program. We found this to work better for the Schmidt and Mosaic cameras. There was no signiÐcant di †erence between the two algorithms for BTC images.
Zero-current images are averaged together after being trimmed and bias subtracted. Flat-Ðeld images are created from dome Ñats. They are trimmed, bias subtracted, zero subtracted, and median combined to form a single image for each chip and each Ðlter.
Illumination corrections are made from twilight sky Ñat images. The twilight images are trimmed, bias subtracted, zero subtracted, Ñat-Ðeld corrected, and median combined. A polynomial with order between 3 and 5 is then used to Ðt the large-scale structure, producing an illumination correction. The exact order of the Ðt varies depending on instrument and is chosen as low as possible while still reasonably matching the large-scale structure.
When combining these instrumental calibration images, they must Ðrst be scaled. A signiÐcant number of extreme value pixels, from cosmic rays or bad pixels, can alter the statistics of the image. These same extreme values also a †ect the illumination correction Ðts adversely. Therefore, if necessary, we replace these extreme values with more appropriate values, such as zero, or the saturation level.
Finally dark sky Ñats are made from target data. In the case of the 1999 April BTC data, the target images taken on the Ðrst two nights (April 6 and 7) were used. The target data are Ðrst processed normally, including being trimmed, bias subtracted, zero subtracted, Ñat-Ðeld corrected, and illumination corrected. The images are then median combined. The median images are examined to be sure all objects are adequately removed. If the objects are not removed, clipping is applied during the median combination.
This dark sky Ñat also serves to remove the fringe pattern in the images. The fringing level is a small fraction of the T 2 sky, which allows one to represent the fringe as fringe \ v ] sky, where v > 1 and is approximately constant. Thus, the net count in the image is sky ] fringe \ sky(1 ] v) . The fringe pattern has been stable within a given observing run for the instruments we have used. Thus, the normalized dark sky Ñat contains (1 ] v). Division of target images by the dark sky Ñat leaves just sky.
The assumption that v is constant is only approximately true. However, because v > 1, small changes in v lead to even smaller errors in the fringe removal. For example, if v is the dark sky value, while v@ is the target image value, the ratio
Thus, if v@ is 10% di †erent from v, the fringe correction error is approximately 0.1v, which is very small since v > 1.
It was found that the BTC data did not require a dark sky correction, with the exception of fringe removal. The magnitude of the dark sky correction indicates how well the dome and twilight images Ñat-Ðeld the data, as well as provides an indication of Ñat-Ðeld variability. The standard deviation of this correction in the central quarter of each of the BTC chips was 0.7%, 0.6%, 1.4%, and 0.5% in C, M, DDO51, and respectively. These small corrections indi-T 2 , cate the chips are remarkably stable, leading to high-quality photometry.
Stellar photometry is performed with the DoPHOT (Schechter, Mateo, & Saha 1993) program (see°3.4) . The version of DoPHOT used so far in this survey requires the image data to be 2 byte integers. This restricts the count values to
The saturation level is typically larger [32,000. than this by a factor of 2. To maintain this dynamic range, the image values are reduced by a factor of 2 before they are converted to 2 byte integers. The gain is then e †ectively twice the previous value. After division by two the noise in the images was still well sampled.
Mosaic Cameras
Both Mosaic instruments received signiÐcant beneÐt from the dark sky Ñat, in addition to fringe removal. This necessity makes it difficult to achieve true real-time processing because many target images are needed before a dark sky Ñat can be constructed. For future runs we will be testing the possibility of using dark sky Ñats made from images taken in previous runs. The success of this will depend on the long-term stability of the instruments, including the fringe pattern.
In addition to the basic reduction steps described above, the Mosaic cameras require the removal of cross-talk between ampliÐers of adjoining pairs of chips. Properly removing this e †ect requires calibrating two chips simulta-neously. This can be done with IRAF and has been implemented in our stand-alone processing code.
Schmidt Camera
Prior to being instrumentally calibrated, the Schmidt images require some preprocessing. First, the data values are saved by the instrument as type short, but actually have the full range of unsigned short by using negative values. Thus, the data have to be converted to unsigned short and then Ñoating point to be processed properly. Second, while the saturation level is constant across the chip, the illumination is not. There is a large Ñat-Ðeld correction at the edges compared with the center because of vignetting. Thus, after Ñat-Ðelding the images, there is a large variation in the e †ective saturation level. Current versions of DoPHOT only allow a single saturation level for each chip. Unsaturated, but bright, stars away from the center of the chip are pushed above the saturation level by the Ñat-Ðeld correction.
If the saturation level is chosen appropriately for the center of the chip, these bright stars are Ñagged as saturated and ignored by DoPHOT. These bright stars are needed to deÐne the PSF shape and aperture corrections in the outer regions of the chip. This is critical because the PSF is variable. On the other hand, if the saturation is chosen appropriately for the outer regions of the chip, saturated stars in the center are accepted as unsaturated resulting in inaccurate photometry and misguided PSF Ðts.
To overcome this problem, we adjust the saturation level prior to Ñat-Ðelding the images, but after converting to type Ñoat. All values greater than the saturation level are set to an extremely high value. This value must be larger than the saturation level near the edges after the Ñat-Ðeld correction is applied. When the data are converted to 2 byte integers for DoPHOT, these extremely high values are set to the maximum allowed value to ensure they will be Ñagged by DoPHOT as saturated.
In principle, we could apply this same technique to data from the BTC and Mosaic cameras as well. However, the vignetting for these instruments is less severe than the SchmidtÏs, and the Ñat-Ðeld correction varies less across a single chip (D10%). Thus, by setting the saturation level to the lowest e †ective value, we miss only a few of the brightest unsaturated stars.
Finally, because of the large Ðeld of view of the Schmidt camera, it is difficult to obtain good dome Ñat images. Instead, we relied on twilight sky images for the Ñat-Ðeld correction. These are processed identically to other twilight sky Ñats as described above, except we do not Ðt a smooth function to the combined image.
Photometry Measurement
The Ðnal daemon measures stellar photometry from the instrumentally calibrated images. We use the program DoPHOT (Schechter et al. 1993 ) for this measurement. The Ðrst step is to create a parameter Ðle for the image. The parameters must include an estimate for the FWHM and the sky level. We wrote a program to estimate these values and output a parameter list appropriate for DoPHOT. The sky is estimated as the median pixel value.
The FWHM is estimated by Ðnding local maxima in the image and measuring the width at half the peak value. This is done only in one dimension to save computational time. The median value of these widths is used as the estimate.
Because this estimate works in only one dimension, some care is needed in restricting the allowed range of widths. Permitting narrow widths, as from cosmic rays or bad pixels, produces a FWHM estimate that is too small. Permitting wide widths from a large number of background galaxies or saturated stars produces a FWHM estimate that is too large. These limits have to be adjusted as the seeing varies. Thus, the PSF determined by DoPHOT is monitored carefully to ensure that the FWHM estimate does not lead the program astray.
We set the object detection threshold to 2.5 times the noise standard deviation above the background. The PSF parameters are allowed to vary with the third power of position. The variations are small for the BTC, less than 10% from center to corner within a single chip.
We use an aperture radius of 12 pixels for determin-(5A .2) ing aperture corrections. This radius was constrained by two factors. First, the aperture must be sufficiently large to contain all the Ñux from the star. This can be determined by plotting the aperture photometry as a function of radius. The aperture photometry will converge to a constant value, within the background noise, as the radius increases. Second, the aperture should be as small as possible to minimize the noise contribution from the background and neighboring stars.
We have added a routine to DoPHOT for automatically determining and applying aperture corrections. We found that the functional form of the aperture correction position variation was the same for the full aperture as it was for smaller apertures, provided the smaller aperture enclosed the stellar core. The only di †erence between the smaller aperture function and the full aperture function was a constant additive o †set. In e †ect, the aperture correction did vary across a chip, and the shape of this variation could be determined from any aperture (within bounds). Therefore, the functional form of the position variation was determined by using a smaller, and hence less noisy, aperture. The aperture correction function determined from this smaller aperture was then corrected to a larger aperture with a constant o †set.
The aperture corrections are determined with a thirdpower positional Ðt. Only stars with internal errors better than 0.04 mag are used in this Ðt. To reduce the noise in the Ðt, the least squares determination was made with an aperture radius of A constant o †set was applied to obtain 3A .6. the radius correction. The same procedure is applied to 5A .2 other data sets with similar aperture sizes.
The photometry must also be corrected for variable pixel scale. DoPHOT works best when the background is truly Ñat. Therefore, we allow the Ñat-Ðeld process to make the background Ñat before doing photometry. However, because the pixel scale varies across the Ðeld, photometric calibration of point sources will be in error systematically between the center and edge of the Ðeld. The correction varies smoothly and slowly compared with the PSF size. Therefore, we can apply this correction directly to the photometry. Care must also be taken to apply the same correction to standard star observations. Scale variation solutions for both Mosaic instruments are available with the MSCRED IRAF reduction package. We also have a scale variation solution for the BTC derived from observations of UNSO standard Ðelds (P. Fischer  2000, private communication) . The camera on the Burrell Schmidt does not have signiÐcant pixel area variation.
Once the Ðnal photometry is obtained for all four Ðlters, the stars are matched and calibrated. The star lists of each Ðlter are matched to within a 0.5 pixel radius. All stars with multiple matches within this radius are rejected. The photometric calibration solution is then applied. In order for the color term to be applied, the star must be detected in both the M and Ðlter. The stars do not have to be detected in T 2 C or DDO51. Such stars will not be selected as halo giant candidates, although they could be selected among the blue halo candidates.
Schmidt Photometry
The eight Ðelds obtained with the Schmidt require a more complicated scheme. Prior to matching between Ðlters, the stellar photometry from all of the images in a single Ðlter are matched and averaged. The images are often taken on di †erent nights, so the pointing can vary from image to image. Thus, a master image is chosen, and all star list coordinates are transformed to this system.
The master also serves as a photometric master. When averaging photometry they must be on the same calibration system. The zero point can vary from image to image because of clouds or di †erences in air mass. A photometric zero-point di †erence is measured and applied to each frame to put them on the same photometric system as the master image. Finally, only stars that were found on D80% of the images are retained.
In addition to averaging the photometry, the coordinates are also averaged. The coordinates from each star list are transformed to the coordinate system of the master image. The transformation is Ðt with equations of the form
where x@ and y@ are coordinates in the master system, and dx and dy are constants. With all the coordinates in the same system, the coordinates of each star are averaged together. This is necessary to improve positional accuracy because of the large pixels of this camera. 3.5. Astrometry We determined astrometry solutions using the IRAF package FINDER. The USNO-A2 catalog4 was used as a reference for the solution. Unfortunately, the position information written to the image headers of the BTC Ðles was not consistent. It varied randomly from the true pointing by several arcminutes. Thus, we were forced to Ðnd a solution for each chip of each Ðeld separately.
ÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈ
4 Available at http ://tdc-www.harvard.edu/software/catalogs/ua2.html.
The number of reference stars on each chip varied greatly with Ðeld position, ranging from \200 to [1000. Because of this, the accuracy of the solution varied greatly. In the low-density regions the residual rms from the Ðt was D0A .5, but it was as good as in the high-density regions. The D0A .2 position information presented in°4 should not be considered accurate enough for Ðber spectroscopy. However, it is good enough to uniquely identify each star. We are working on an automated process for determining the astrometric solutions.
The images taken with the Schmidt camera are often deep enough that many astrometric standard stars are saturated. Thus, to achieve an accurate astrometric solution we take several short exposures in M of each Ðeld. We average the coordinates of stars detected on these short exposures, as we did for the deeper images described in°3.4.1. This allows us to Ðnd an astrometric solution which can be tied to the master frame of the deeper images. This hybrid procedure has produced superb results which have been successfully used with Ðber spectroscopes. Further details of these astrometry calculations will be described in a later paper that discusses our Ðber spectroscopy. However, it is worth noting that, ultimately, the solution accuracy is limited by the unknown proper motions of stars in the USNO-A2 catalog. Table 4 lists stars from the 53 BTC Ðelds. The complete list of stars with errors \0.04 can be accessed in the electronic version of this paper, as well as through ADC.5 Data sets from other observing runs have not yet been fully photometrically calibrated because of problematic weather. As these data sets are calibrated, we will add them to the ADC database and describe them in subsequent papers in this series.
PHOTOMETRY RESULTS
We found that the photometry from the BTC chip 1 (our notation ; traditional chip 2) is not as reliable as that from the other three chips. This chip contained a residual Ñat-Ðeld pattern, and the photometric calibration data had more scatter.
We have also seen evidence for nonlinearity in other data sets with this chip. For example, Figure 4 shows a star-bystar comparison of photometry measured from two images of the same uncrowded Ðeld in chip 1. The two images were taken in 1998 December two nights apart. They were processed identically, and photometry was measured in the same manner. They are di †erent in two ways. Frame 2 was ÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈ 5 At http ://adc.gsfc.nasa.gov/. 4 .ÈStar-by-star comparison of photometry measured from chip 1 (our notation). The data comes from a previous data set taken in 1998 December. The two images were identical except frame 2 has a higher sky level and better seeing conditions. The photometry clearly deviates at faint magnitude, while none of the other three chips show this behavior.
taken when the sky was D4 times brighter than for frame 1. Frame 2 was also taken under better seeing conditions. They have the same exposure time. The frame with higher counts (due to the sky) returns brighter values for the faint magnitudes. This behavior is not seen in the other three chips of these same exposures. We believe the di †erence is due to nonlinear response of the chip.
We have included the stars from chip 1 (traditional chip 2) in the plots and tables because we have successfully found halo giants from candidates on this chip. Also, removing these stars from the plots does not alter the appearance of   FIG. 7 .ÈColor-color diagram including stars from all 53 Ðelds with errors less than 0.04. Extinction corrections have been applied. Also marked with special symbols are preliminary results from spectroscopic observations, as in Fig. 6 . the plots nor decrease the scatter. However, the chip number is listed in Table 4 so the reader can identify these stars if desired.
The DoPHOT internal error distributions for all stars in all Ðelds is shown in Figure 5 . For reference, the average errors for a star at M \ 18.5 are 0.009, 0.008, 0.011, and 0.009 for C, M, DDO51, and respectively. Selection for T 2 , halo candidacy was restricted to stars with internal errors better than 0.04. These stars (Table 4) are shown in black, while stars not selected are shown in gray. The error must have been less than this cuto † in all Ðlters where the star was detected to have been a possible candidate.
The turn-up of stars to higher errors at faint magnitudes is rather broad. This is because we have included stars from all 53 Ðelds. The distribution from an individual Ðeld is much narrower. We achieved di †erent depths for each Ðeld because of variations in sky brightness and seeing. For example, the photometric depth for an average M error of 0.04 ranges from M \ 20.8 in Ðeld l3263bp386 to M \ 22.3 in Ðeld l2637bp330. Figure 6 shows the color-magnitude diagram for stars with errors below the cuto †, and for all 53 Ðelds. We have included lines indicating the halo turno † color index and the thick disk turno † color index (M[T 2 \ 0.64) (see Paper I for the determination of these (M[T 2 \ 0.80) color indices).
The high quality of these data make two populations readily apparent. The thick disk turno † stars show a concentration with just redward of 16 [ M [ 18.5 M [ T 2 \ The halo turno † stars are found just redward of 0.80.
They are found at all magnitudes, but M[T 2 \ 0.64. increase in number toward fainter magnitudes. As discussed in Paper I, stars between these two color indices comprise our halo turno † candidate stars. Notice that these two populations have sharp cuto †s in color index. This indicates the photometry calibration is extremely accurate, so as not to blur these populations when combining data from di †er-ent chips and di †erent Ðelds.
Figures 7 and 8 are the color-color diagrams for stars with errors below the cuto † and for all 53 Ðelds. The narrow sequences in these diagrams attest to the high quality of these data, as well as the excellence of the relative calibration between Ðelds. These diagrams are used for identifying halo giant candidates. The details of this selection process are outlined in Paper I. Below we provide a brief overview of this process to demonstrate our photometric accuracy, and the limitations of photometric selection.
C[M is our primary metallicity indicator. Lower metallicity stars of a given e †ective temperature will have a bluer C[M value. Halo stars are expected to be lower metallicity than disk and thick disk stars. Hence, they are found on the right side of the stellar sequence in Figure 7 . M[51 is sensitive to surface gravity. The dwarfs deÐne a clear sequence that dips to low M[51 values (Geisler 1984 ; Paltoglou & Bell 1994) . Giant stars, by contrast, are expected to follow a di †erent sequence with M[51 values that remain near zero (see Paper I).
We have no overlapping Ðelds to test the relative photometric calibration between Ðelds. However, we can assess the quality from the narrowness of the sequence of stars in the color-color diagrams. For instance, the rms deviation of stars about the locus of points in Figure 7 is approximately 0.07. The scatter for a single Ðeld is also approximately 0.07. Hence, the increased scatter due to relative calibration errors is at most 0.02. To provide a visual impression of this quality, we have plotted a color-color diagram for a single Ðeld (Fig. 9) . Each of the BTC chips is marked with a di †er-ent symbol. None of the chips shows an obvious o †set with respect to the others. Hence, we have judged the relative photometry between chips and between Ðelds to be excellent.
Halo giant candidates are chosen from among those stars that occupy both the low metallicity region in Figure 7 and the giant region of Figure 8 . It is evident from Figure 8 that dwarfs far outnumber giants. In fact, there are not enough giants to form a clear sequence.
We have added symbols to Figures 6, 7, and 8 to indicate preliminary results of spectral follow-up on a subset of the giant candidates. The stars indicate stars that have been conÐrmed to be halo giants, squares indicate metal-poor subdwarfs, crosses indicate dwarfs, and asterisks indicate nonstellar objects. Our selection of candidates was meant to explore the regions of these diagrams and identify the most efficient means of selecting giant candidates.
These Ðgures indicate that giant stars are readily found in the correct locations, but there is some contamination from dwarfs. The dwarf population arises from two sources. First, and most problematic, are low-metallicity subdwarfs. These are photometrically indistinguishable from giants, and we cannot eliminate them using photometric observations alone. Second are normal disk dwarfs whose photometric errors scatter them into the selection region. These can largely be eliminated with high-precision photometry and by using selections based on both luminosity (M[51) and metallicity (C[M).
As expected, this contamination is worse for fainter stars. The number of observed candidates within the bounding box deÐned above is 40. Of these, 22 are conÐrmed giants for a global identiÐcation efficiency of 55%. However, this efficiency is a strong function of magnitude, and the overall giant selection efficiencies are 75%, 59%, and 36% for M \ 17.5, 17.5 \ M \ 18.5, and 18.5 \ M \ 19.5, respectively.
It is more instructive to break these numbers up by subdwarf versus dwarf. The only true failures of the photometric selection are the dwarfs, which scatter into the giant region by measurement errors. The subdwarfs and nonstellar objects will always be found within this region and cannot be separated from giants by photometry alone. If we restrict the failure count to only dwarfs, the efficiencies, as a function of magnitude, are 100%, 94%, and 82% for M \ 17.5, 17.5 \ M \ 18.5, and 18.5 \ M \ 19.5, respectively. These are very high efficiencies due to the excellent quality of the photometry.
The ratios of giant to subdwarf are 3, 2, and 1 for M \ 17.5, 17.5 \ M \ 18.5, and 18.5 \ M \ 19.5, respectively. This makes going after faint, distant giants difficult. However, we have learned much from these Ðrst observations, and by adjusting our selection criteria we can eliminate many of these subdwarfs. For example, by increasing the lower bound of the selection region (Fig. 8) , most of the subdwarfs are eliminated, at the expense of missing several giants. At this point it is unclear where the optimal bounds are to maximize the number of giants. Employing such modiÐcations, we expect our future efficiency to be even higher. Morrison et al. (2000b) explores how this efficiency is a †ected by photometric precision and how to further optimize halo candidate selection.
SUMMARY
We are conducting an imaging survey of high Galactic latitude Ðelds to examine the structure of the Galactic halo. Thus far we have observed 134 separate Ðelds covering a total area of 52 deg2. We have used three di †erent tele-scopes, and four di †erent instruments. We present the details of our automated pipeline reductions designed to handle this large volume of data.
We present results from our most successful observing run using the BTC camera on the CTIO 4 m in 1999 April. These data are available in the electronic version of this paper, as well as through ADC.5 All other observing runs occurred in partially bad weather and are thus not fully calibrated. These data will be published and made available on-line in the future as calibrating observations are obtained.
We discuss preliminary results in identifying halo giants using the Washington Ðlter set. We achieve an overall giant identiÐcation efficiency of 66% for M \ 18.5. However, most of the nongiant candidates are low-metallicity subdwarfs, which cannot be distinguished from giants using photometric selection alone. The contamination by dwarfs that scatter into the selection region due to photometric errors is only 3% for M \ 18.5. This high efficiency is only possible with very accurate photometry. We have also learned much from these Ðrst observations, and we expect to improve the efficiency through reÐnements in the selection technique. Details of our efficiency and reÐnements in the selection process will appear in a future paper (Morrison et al. 2000b ).
